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COLLABORATING IN IN SERVICE EDUCATION.
A ,TEACHER' S PERSPECTIVE

appreciate the promise inherent in a wholesome collaborative approach

to, in service teacher education, it is helpful to understand why it is

'

necessary, how monolithic approaches to inservice education fall short' oe
the mari 14111t obstacles already have been erected to make collabora5ion
difficult, what problems must. be solved to °achieve successful collaboration,
ancrwhat attitudea among collaborators will create the right4 environment /
for tbe collaborative effort. That, broadly, is the scope of th. paper.
,

The author fully recognizes and
projeCt generated at the Angelo Patri
gain much knowledge and insight from
treat of that project specifically.

values the merits of the collaborative
School and Abe reader will, Fib doubt,
the many chapters in this book which
Nevertheless, there are many important
gene41 aspects to the issue of inservice training and collaboration which
requgre consideration, and an overview will, it is hoped, .put the situ tion
into perspective and aid those who are similarly engaged elses.lhere.
THE NEED. FOR IfTSERVICE
.

It is not inappropriate to suggest that the insufficiency of the pre
service teacher education makes the need for effective inservice teachers'
education di:impelling'.
Being a teacher is a .process4.fr more dynamic than
becoming on and vastly different. To paraphrase HeraClitus: you never
step into; the, sale classrOom twice'.

To assidilate change; to confront the day to -day ucrigis",\which is the
.

,

classfoom,:to rejuvenate the forgotten, to create the neverlearned, 0
systel tize coping, to. reduce groping are some of the reasons that br ng
tin ins ervic delivery
the pr cticing teacher to one pr the other of the e
sYstrns

The practicing teacher, however, is not, likely to fitk:1 most:prevailing
.in service systems adequate, appropriate, okt., relevant . Moreover, the-current
systeds are"imable to assimilate the philozsoTihical, methodological, legal,
ich have occurred in education.
environtental, and ;ex'perimental changes
Therefo're, befdre:turning to examine the otganisrn of collaboration for

inservicA if

will

be illuminating to //look at

the exis ling systems

dee igned

to yield a significant product for teaChers who need or seek ongoing training
to point up the deficiencies of these .unilateral kand sometimes monolithiC1,.
.

structures and,
a I te mat

thus,

to be in a better position to evaluate the collaborative
1,

TYPES OF' DELIVERY SYSTEM'S AND SHOiTC 14iN0
B.a.siCally, there are three inservice eelivery systems: ',college courses, s,
as they are, now,' copstiutte'd.
staff' develepdent proirems, and teacher .centers
center

.

In
College courses ary the most common type'of in-set-Vice education.
addition ,to the more ideali'stic.motive of self,-improvement which brings
''il.teaches back to school, study at !'approved" institutions-of higherlearning
is used by teachers to earn adva ced degrees, to fulfill state requirementi:, ,.
for permanent certification and or increment credit leading to enhancement -.
of income.'
1'

One problem with college courses is that the academician has his own
bailiwick or special-interest and tendsito imposa it on a course whose
title may have led the'unsuspecting credit seeker to anticipate something
more, pertinent to his needs. . Often; this is because the instructor .prod
course, content based upon that:with which he is comfortable.' In other
words the college does, not deliver what it appears to have ;promised
the result for the praticing teacher as [sic] student is an experle
neither needed noT decAred.
C

.

f
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course
is that, often, the content of the '!colleg
is antiquated.and has, iittle relationship to the real world. of t e pedagogue.
Generally, this is.
se the curriculum has fallen behind the ody,of
knowledge 'in the fie 4 Vr.was.developed to confront problems which are no
In addition, indivtidual courses.
__. longer central to.thOractitioner's task.
compartmentalize the: study of methods, content; khild development, and
learning theory 'While )the need to synthesize these components in the class-

Another difficult

,

.

.

room is precisely whatVbas brought the teacher to the campus. The result
is that college coursaare rarely designed for or effective in improving
the classroom teacher's\ability to achieve maximum success in dealing with
the actuality of daily lqe i n the classroom. ___ A
,

system is chotil. district .staff
Tile second Major "in-ervce
in- service delvery
i
:development. Such training. is,.. largely, intended ,to' support the Troarammatic needs of the system and its'scope is, for the, most part, determined
by school administrators. Often, it deals,withprojects of the bandwagon
variety (in this connection, the federal government which provides primarily short-term fundinf fOr projects is a culpable partner in the-process).
For example, the adoption of a new reading program may be direcily preceded
by the training and preparatioh of staff, for the piogram (often, this species
of program imposition takes place concurrent with the staff development
component eitier because the funding might. otherwise run out or because a
school board election is in.the offing.and the district attempts td adopt
an activist instructional poiture).

.

'2)

The next .school year may find the progtam materie s relegated to .storage as school administrators change or a new': program .b comes the vogue or
no one is d eft on site to continue the prog4M or the district resumes its
':futile search for a magic method or material:, Which will make learning teacherproof..
t")

Where staff development training is not exclusively programmatic, it
is likely_ to be reflective of a propensity; /among boards of educationto
react most faVbrebly to a deficiehcy definition of. in-serviCei It ig closely linked to vague notions of.teacher evaluation and accountability. Little
thought is given bythose who happen'to be in authbrity to educational

1

s' which vill,-build- on the strengths which a teacher already possets
that teacher an 'additional repertoire of skills and.:.broaden her ....
ve. Cone equentlyi, -wh i le in service staff oli14metit!:.45? school
the
may be 'oPCaSionally effective in introduping Ilew ,prbViams
F

teacher performance is dubious.

7
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-1imite

.

her -*tett are anew inservice form which,.. because,

of

ponsorship, have .not- .yet addressed theMsg.lves to the,

needs,

their
of -the

Generally, teacher Centers are places outside the

profession hroadly.
where .teachers come on .a voluntary basis to share, and exchange .i0eas,
Bch°
riment with curripula, en4 to ,develop maEerials4 "'Their...purpose is
ovp the teacher's classroom performance and to; in tnrn, upgrade the
qua :.,, of education through, the support and enrichment" derived from the
to p.!.,
`k 0

P.-

ki I

...,

'cent

.

...

,

,

,

There are some indications that.teacher centers have resulted in the
introductaon. of more enriched programs, and creative teaching ideas, However,
'

Illostparticipants have 'beell. teachers whbse personal approach 'to .feaching
In other word i$ there have, been :
has .been consistent with suchilinovations.
:.

few converts due

to teacher Centers, and the centers

have,

almoit uniformly,

-espoused a 'single point .of view.

While 'the pqne of view has.beell a, progressive one, it has not led to."
imp;oVements id teaching. which would not have occurred in any event. The
appeal and .efifectivemess of teacher centers has been limited' to reldtively
fewr teachers whose, Viewpoints were already compatible. More importantly,
they have not 'served teachers who have more conventional approaches.' The
result is .that teacher centers have, had only a limited impact on, teacher
ppl-formance generally because the progressives haye been talking only to
f themselves..

CURRENT SYSTEMS.' UNRESPONSIVE TO CHANGE

Still another 'way of understanding the deficiencies of in7service
delivery systems, is to consider their capacity to function as responsive_
mechanisms for- Change in the educationalorder: whether this 'change be
.

.environmental (social and school conditions ) , methodological (new. math;

open classroom), theoretical (learning disability research; humanistic
education) or experimental (impact of :teacher expectations, interaction
analys is ) .
A(..

Here are tome fleshier examples:
Bilingual. education and mainstreaming of handicapped children:
(1)
both are legislatively mandated obligations which have profoundly affected
the classroom and the teacher. Common sense would indicate the need for
intensive training of educational Personnel prior to the implementation of
programs of such significance. gowever,, the regulations which explicate
these policies seem to gloss over this important fundaMental step, making.
only vague references to inservice teacher training. 'The possibility of
Ironically, teachers,
program failure is thereby substantially increased.
not the legislators, will be. blamed should things go wrong.

(2) `Learning disability theory:
During the, period "of initial 'training
of most teaChers ; -the body of nOwledge noW available in the area did not
exist. Clearly, it shoul:d be
basic deli.very responsibility of in-service
-education to make such theor3/ available. After
-responSible estimates
suggest that as 'many as 'one in five -of the pupils in ordinary c1 asrooms
may, he' learning disabled.: Yet,- most teachers don' t know much abOut the
subject because research a'cumulated over more than a d'ecatte is. Only sparsely.;'

all,

reflected in the few superficial offerings available .to practicing teachers
through in-service education. The de'liveri system has failed to !generate
.,the recognition of the su.bject'. importance ,or! to create_ 'meaningkul and,

,or.ganic vehicles for the transfer of research intn practice.

in

Metrics: This -nation is currently
(3)
the process of a maisive
shift. to the metric system. It's happenink before our eyes. Yet; there ie.,.
no organized, substantial and universal effort within education/ to- make,
-

teachers functional in metrics.' If teachers are left to be Metiically
Illiterate, what great shock wave will be set off when it" is suddenly noticed
ten. years hence that Johnny can' t Measure.
syptems gone?
'

Where have -all. the in7seryiCe
,.

A

.

This 'promising apPrbach has had more attention
;,beeet.ts
innovative appeal than because of
inherent ;aliieqn\c'Prisaioting.
learning..,
Had
e
in-Service
systems
proVided
proper,trainine
and ongOing
.
.
Support to tho e Wishing' to, .use this approach,: we might now: have a view. of
it /both lesp,,cynical and more reality-based'?
( Open 'classroom:

its

.

.

.

.

,

.

--

:These ;examples and innumerable others that each reader /can undoubtedly
call- to mind , reVeal that in-service- sYstems are-less responsive than the
society in -which they exist. . However, isn' t tan in-servida ,eystem" heavy'
-.;.zith shortcomings still better than' none at all?
TO the practicing teacher,..
,
, ao,
whose pie-,service prepar,ation of "basic" course's -and: One-shot student' teach:
in g' has made the entry into the 'cies-stow (generaly without support or
csupportive personnel to h:elp) an experience of frustration, stree,;:and.
lonely.. struggle as the neophyte battles to become a seasoned veteran, it is`-

,

,.

not helpful or terribly reSponsible: tp continue...a rreflexiVe set:'of.r. approacyes :..,
..-

which. at their best. yield

a

salary increment and at their worst nurture .,
low aspir,ation is ,,, at least, easier to live

CynircisM 'and,. the feeling that

...

with.

:

OBSTACLES TO COLLABORATIOIc
1.

in-

The available - literature on
service collaboration (stemming: generally
frob experience .in performance-based teacher education--i.iherein .grotips.

"consorted" instead ofcollaborating), tends to devote itself largely to
.learned ekcUrSions 'in- to negotiations among Parties, political' Motivation,
niceties_ o governance formulas, and qUasi-psychoanalytic pronouncements on
''.-what the participants must give :in
to get as if the:.Pr cess were/ akin
to marriage counseling or sex Eherapy: The impression one' h
after examining.
the variOus_ monogrAphs by educator d/ho 'have been .stifficiently"Tnspi-rd (or

is that process is more important than pu pose
/20/76; wherein he criticizes
e
.curious habit, in educatiopal philoacighers, of obliteraIing the dist nction...
funded) to _give- their viet../s

(Cf.. Jerome Brunei;

,New -Society,

A'

As
between what we wish to achieve and how to go about' achieving 'i
becom means," but'
Bruner sees it applied by educational. progressives
it would perhaps be more exact to suggest that mean? are the nds ae_ is the
case in ProgressivNm and in the .:commentaries on collabdrat. or -consbrtia14t eachertraining enterprises).
,

.

N.

What has happened is that even.befOre 'the 'blossom bi collOoration hat
seen the sun oafrealization the field lies heavy with red flage'and warning'
signals. Those who wouLd make noble attempts to join together to make
teachers more effective-in their work are discouraged :frpm lihe effort.
*" convict ion4,
they do get ,involved, it is with a sense of foreboding
'that' failure is likely. Such attitudes are ,really the inventions of., indivl
,Uals and ins titut ions 'Who' have a stalce in failure, who. ar0,'.perpe6iatec",in

their' activities by maintaining in education a-state of frustration 'heretofore
enjoyed only by Sisyphus in his eternal struggle to get the marble block up
the hill:
coltahOra-ticin
,.The impact ofs these attitudes is that few really believe
fear,that its success May riiean the resolution of "convenclent".ednda
tiOlial diffiCulties, and the attendant loss.,Of sovereignty, contrbl, .aUthOrity,
t 'pia in attention for .one or the Aher of the inhabitants) : of the
or
Clearly, then, individuals and groups iniolved
educef.ional establi-shnzent.
--.with in-'ie.rvice collabdration will need to disregard the'negatiNfism tlyat.
They .0.11. have to forego the luxurY ofhas preceded thee to the scene:
treating the, process as an exclusively politiCal- challenge -with gain for
nels aide as a primary goal.i-

uut

,

We du lcnow khai the real goal of collaboration is and that goal is
tenets of a democratic society which has as its theoret
ical foundation the fullest realization bf the-rtapacities and-potential t les
--of 'eachindividual. In seeking to fashion a method of making teachers
better able to realize their own abilitieS and transmit the,fruits of this
selffulfillment td studentd in the form -of an education whiCh enables them
to ccaprehend existence,. function 'Within complex social- Structures, and do
so in a feeling and responsive way,, we move in the mainstream of the best
impulses our society has to-offer.
.

consistent'` with-'

Collaboration is, ,after all,. a process of participatory democracy, an
effort To achieve a parity, of involvement in 'a practical. area of education.
It brings with it the assumption that such equity and community in a pr
fee ional,endeavor will yield a purer result, one which will not 'Only
wid r acceptance but Also-greater impact in the clIssroom.

have

TEA HER ORGANIZATIONS AS COLLABORATORS
. Historically, the collaborative e'f'fort has been hampered by the tendency
L.E.A. , and universities to exclude- teachee organizations and
of .S
teach rs from joint efforts to deVelop in- service programs. The teacher
'has b en d4ied equal partn4rship. SchOol districts and universities have
found it uncomfortable to face the fact _that teachers are legitimized by
their rganization in the same way as a Dean of Education is reeitimized b
,

-

..being a dean within a Sbecific institUtiO4; inthelsageWay,!theCd Deputy

Superintendent forInstriittio4baa.nOlegitimagy;ekcePt;in employed;''
.agentof a partiCuiar schoOl diatriCt...'AdditionAlly, elitism and paternaliSm (the ,first, a characteristic
syndrome of institutions of highereducation, the second, a notjuneommon
attitude on management and policy levels of school districts) have created
serious obstacles to",the acceptance nt the practicing eleMentary or secondary
school teacher as a partner worthy of equality in edxfational planning.
Furthermore, teacher- otganizations, becauSe they function as adversaries t
Management in negotiating.on behalf of their members, have been regarded,
by extension, as.adversaries in, efforts to improve the level of teacher
preparation and 'in-service training.

Unions, including
i
teacher unions,
-'Such a view defies hi story and logic.
have'tlways made membership education an organic part °X their mission.
The improvement of; the status of members has always been tied to training
t
and education for advancement, for mobilitY, for better performance and
From a practical point of
morale on the job, and, for personal fulfillMent.
view a teache'r union benefits fiom the existence of a profession with high F"
standards.lor entry and service, wherein its members Are successful and
productive becapse they :are good 'at ;what they do, wherein they are welltreated and esteemed because of their aCcomplishments,;and wherein opportu:
nities for pecuniary and role enhancement thfoilgh experience and further
training are objectively available. Such "working" conditions mfte for a
stable' membership, one which' requires less expenseito service for negative
reasons such as unsatisfactory ratings, one which is responsive to the
organigation which helped, create, the stable profesSional climate,.and one
which the-organization can then service positively by placing its resources
more and more into areas of professional concern.. No teaiher organization.
has a stake in failure.
'

.

In acting out its historical role, the teacher organization has firmly
"legitimizer" of the pro".established= itself as.the,appropriate source
fessional views of teaChets. Teachers trust those who represent them more
readily-than they trust those who rate them. They identlfy more easily
e with theitown organizatidn (which'has lived through their trials with
them) than w.th a /degree- granting institution whose faculty does not share
their daily risks. Finally, teachers have confidence n their organ'izati'on
because they participate in its policy development anoe' because they recognize
-

that their own efforts in the classroom have been reflected'in the way
their organization values them as professionals.
Current developments, then, have brOught bona'fide collaboration cldser.
Enlightened administrator and acadegig institutions now appreciate the
role of the
to generate
teacher and
channel his

teacher organization in ptofessional matters and;: -,its capacity
teacher participation. They know. that success d4enas on the
that the teaches' will, in turn lookito his orVniztion to
involyement.

'.
The new federal 1 gislation.on Teacher,Centers which is,..designed to
in-service education will also have an important
foster collaboLtion
catalytic effect. Ie. makes the teacher central to, the,Center in develop-.
ment 4nd governance and thus functions as a response to and recognition of
the new role and image which teacher unionism has given to teachers.
*
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BENEFITS TO UNIVERSITY
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.
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.
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Having established the Pertinence and centrality of teachers :aid their.
organization to in-aervice collaboration, one ought to identify how.tfle-,
volvemen
-local Education Agency and the.university benefit feta their full

For the LEA, teacher-school district-college collaboration prp ides:
the conflict
the best opportunity to resolve the classic training problem:
betwe'en tlie'needa of the system and the needs of the individual. Thecollaborative process is strucxurally. capable Of, achieVing not only a balance
between these often opposite ttirusta but of developing ci'eative congruences
are simultaneously served.
..between, them so that both system and
.

N

Additionally, for eacTis LEA, there will be,an increased access through
the higher' education institutionto what is happening elsewhere in education,
for the college functions as the natural repository and conduit for developments in the field. Simla 1y,'...the interaction with.the outside world will
perMit more accurate app eciation of'what Xeachers accomplish locally and
greater dissemination of.theeaccomplishments,tgrough university publication
and reporting. The LEA will,,thus, achieve a reduction of-the provincialism
so inescapable in the isolationof an LEA from the larger currents of educ.a-y
tional
A most important benefit'ferren-LEA will be the opportunity7to free
the district-structure from the pernicious and bureaucratic business modeli
By gdining a 'more intellectual appreunder which most districts now labor.
ciation of the comp]qxity of learqinedeltiverY iancrteacher-training through
a collaborative exc. ange, the distnkst may be freed from the shackles of.
the idea that-education is a Man-crfaceWred product.wherein'$2 of expenditures
affects two points-on-schievement,test scores. Once liberated, education
may again bechildlearning centered, rather than systems-centered.,
.

IronicallyNhe cost-effectiyeness of the district may be enhanced by
abandoning narrow and political cost-conscious''practices,.for a better
in- service delivery will yield a-lietter long-range knowledge delivery to
children, a more.stahle staff wherein the investMent_in*salary,funetions'in
constant rather than erratic relatibn to accomplishment, and a generally
broader base of available options,'of4fering, and experimenth through generatea funding of projects accruing to the collaborative process.
,

Colleges, too, have much to gain as Well as give: Faces; with declining
enrollment, collaborative arrangements provide opportunities-for the college
to develop a student body at the: source through in-service activities within
the school dibtrict. 8y going into the field, higher edUcation 'institutions
open up a remarksble range of possibilities for'service to the public as
well as themselves. Such activity/will permit them to exercise A'profdund.

and continuous influence .on the profession through training,education,
experimentation, and publication.' The school can become a true laboratory
and the educationl proceis a genuinely scientaic activilY wherein-growth
accompanies aPplicaEion,-with testing and verification of learnine,hypotheses
em(rging from, a dynamic collaboration with practitioners, Given an array
of outcomes of value, the college,' which will have gained in prestige bY
extending its influence into' the classroom and by'. risking its social and
f educational delivery, will achieve.::
philosophical convictions'at the site
-additional pretige by being able' to dem strate success.
1

'

ti

,The result will not only support the college ecoftmically through
funding opportunities developed in collaboration and through.the employment,
of its professional staff-in shared in-service projects? but will also
create for the college of eddCation its best chance to function in,.a pi-ofessional context comparable to the field of medicine wherein the institu-'
tion proyides the professionll link, that binds die on-going practice of the
craft on the job, in field experimentation, iii th'd laboratory, and in .the _
training of pre-service, intern, and in-service personnel.
ROLE' O

STATE EDUCATIO,,DEPARTMENT,

It is ,appropriate at this,.point to 'briefly codlment on the contribution
that a State Department of Educdtion shodld be .expected to make to corlaborative effofts within'its jurisdictiod,rticularly in light of the general....'
authoiity'givenito them to accept or rejeCt Teacher Center 'Proposals deyeloped
for federal funding under the earlier-mentioned new le islation,

ance of quality.
SED's have a responsibility and concern for mai-nt
instructional levels and the improvement of teacher cap ility throughin2service education, but, too often, they have either 'been passive supporters
of efforts to develop effective training approaches Or else have functioned
in a rigid bureaucratic fashion by'mandating certain 'standards" without.'
particular regard for the impact of their mandates on schools, teachers,
\ and children or sufficient consideration of the difficulties or implementation
,
%and execution which the mandates involve! AboVe' all, they rarely-put their
money where their mandated are, and' their-judgmental propensities are more
carnal than their physical capacities.
4

HoWever, SED's can make se

l'useful co tributions'cOnsistent with

their' ostensible mission:
1)

They can legitimize/the in- servile education collaboration;_

2).

They can encourage and fund helpful research in education;;.

3)

They can document collaborative activities;

4)

°They can describe and research collaborative models.;

5).

They can-disseminate information.or models, educatiOnal 'research,
-accomplishments of colla6oratiVely developed, in-service programs;

)

)

They can serve as a financial resource, -in some or all iespec
-They-cap reward.collaboratidn and; particularly, collaboration
which succeeds.

Certainly such facilitating assistance in so significant,
service is no more, than'it is reasonable- to expectl Ocourse,
collaboration can succeed without bureaucratic assistance' just
.-often succeed ,without staff-development programs or stipportive

an area as in

inservice
as teachers
supervisors..

HOW-TO COLLABORATE'
What emerges from '. this examination of inservice education modes and
some of the undarctirrents affecting inservice collaboration is the aware

,ness that the key to success will most likely lie in\the attitude of the
collaborators toward themselves, each other, and-the task at hand.

This author believes that Articipants should enter collaborationlaughing, not scheming and offets a few sugges.tions here whichemay be help
ful to those wishing to collaborate:
Recognize ~that you are so bad.at trying to survive alone that the
In any case,
e a consolation.
prospect of having coMpany will; at lea
three heads are better than one..
1.

2. 'Identify the real enemy. It is those Who want free public education to fail; not that "reactionary" school district or thaN"geriatric"
college or thatt2greedy" teacher organization.

Credit your collaborator with the game commitment of the total
resources of tiis group that you bring yourself.
3.

4.

Tell the truth -about your selfinterest so that everyone can relax:

Say what you hold most sacred and would, rather not sacrifice.
5.
Offer to give something up as evidence of_good faith.

Remember that the purptse of collaboration is teather\ducation
6.
and increased delivery to-students, not funding or sellperpetuation of the
participants.
Respect the other group's expertise as crucial to the success of
the whole as muchlbecause it is unlike yotIrs as for,any reason (would you
all seek to bring the same dish to the potluck supper?).
7.

Realize that getting things done is far 'more 'satisfying. than arguing
and jockeying about who's not going to do what. The willingness is all
A.

.
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.
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equality pf
the
func
ions.Parformedr
part.icipation. but should:111ot reaultin'sameness:in
the three heads are better because they're different.
....9.':..Compi.ehend that parity

Tywithin.collaboyation-Maie

10. A Expect collaboration to create a structure for dealing with .the
in-service taskobut, don't make promises 4o his ry that will haunt 'you--you
may not change the face of education:but,you will _clear up the acne.
WHY COLLABORATE ?,
,

The commitment to collaboration can yi
a range of benefits for
in-pervice education that can ultimately ext beysnd the ,in-service train-.
ing realm io affect AI'aspects of training, delivery, and evaluation.
As a creative mechanism, the collaborative stru ure will enabnieducators to be responsive to future needs landto acconmo te modes of in-tervice.
yet to be in a Framework free of the parochial encuMbrance of, one confining'
educational notion or philosophy:
It will enable .all4participants

an' increment froM

in-

service experienCe.makingpatural the rptognition tbat teachers are not the
only ,ones who can'benefit from profesaZdeal.develoOment.
It will permit the assimilation into the in-ervite domain of'.tee
SignifiCant reservoir of talent available beyond the. three lajor participants-Xe.g.j..museuma,; child psychiatrists:, art therapists', researchers.
and; .by. placing the PrpC2a...withinthe:mainatreem. of educational thought,
and development can give -A sense of. continuitytO education. Fpr. example,;.

.

researthera_canbe harnesped to :serve the reqUitemerits of the collahoratiVe
endeavorrather than:their. own interests.
:
.-.

The, natural style of:Collaboration., , as it is here envisaged', is one, cif
openness and a policy of4..itclUsl.On rather. than exclusion. Anyone with a.
professional stake, should be :able. to :Contribute.- The . pressure :and inflUence
of participant on each other treatespetapectiVe' and Sharpens, focua on, the
1 lenge
to:' be met..- Interaction fUnctiona- to assimilate :conflict and
.

,v transmute

change-enabling reaolUtion.

The unity of educators in _collaboration will enhance-the economic
viability
in- service education and provide a vehicle for justifying
inservice, to governinent, the public, and those, for whom the structure.
exists.
,

Many of you will retell the Japanese story, Rashomon, in which an
investigation of a murder yields the not surprising but nevertheless fas.

cinating discovery ''that -each witness to an event ,perceives that event. differently from every other .witness: Reality becomes ..a function of the
peryeiver, an insight not unlike IA= 'x.ye face in the variety of conceptions
characteristic of current views ,of ill-service education.
t

Each -deliverer of in- service' education (college, district, teacher),
fails because pf the inescapable handicap of seeing .only a part of the
challenge (and the-opportunityd, just as each witness, to an event is limited by his inability to see that event in, the totality, 'that is the-sum
of the perceptions of the participants.' in-service eddcation can only be
.
4
made. whole if a means is found toexpand the limita of unilateral perception
by the integration oral]. pOimts of view, a training Hi the,round" so to
speak.- That, 'dear reader, is what colleboration can
for you.
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